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CLUSTER ANALYSIS

Cluster, Cluster analysis or clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects
in such a way that objects in the same group (called a cluster) are more similar
(in some sense) to each other than to those in other groups (clusters).
Clustering or cluster analysis is a type of Unsupervised Learning technique
used to find commonalities between data elements that are otherwise
unlabeled and uncategorized. The goal of clustering is to find distinct groups
or “clusters” within a data set.

LEFT PANEL
(INPUT AREA)

OPERATIONAL
ANALYSIS TAB
(MAIN PANEL)

LEFT PANEL (INP)
Upload your dataset here

Select your favorable
variables required to
base the analysis

Choose the required
cluster algorithm for
analysis and choose the
no of clusters you want
Apply any changes if
you want to do and you
can standardize the
input data
Select the subsamples or
the whole data for testing.
Deal with missing values
either drop or immute it.

Change to dummy
variables if required or
to winsorize the data
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DATA INPUT
(UPLOADING DATASET)
•
•
•
•
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Click on browse
Select the datafile that is in the form of csv format.(Ex program.csv)
Browse the file and select the data to train your model for prediction.
Top rows of the dataset should be of ‘variable names’.

OVERVIEW TAB
This tab provides you with relevant study resources, tutorials, sample datasets
and a short overview to start with, which helps you understand and
comprehend your data correctly. This tab also provides you the basic idea
about cluster analysis, gives sample data and provides the description about
cluster analysis.
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DATA SUMMARY TAB

It is very important to understand our data completely to infer meaningful
insights and to get an overview of all the data points as a whole, but it is quite
impossible to analyze thousand data points manually.
The ‘Data Summary’ option enables you to get a comprehensive evaluation
through statistical measures that help us form the basis of our analysis.
It will display all the 'descriptive analytics' measures including mean, median,
standard deviation, variance etc. for all the data variables present in the dataset.
we can review the uploaded data and the contents of it, A brief summary of the
data can be seen it includes range of data values, minimum and maximum value
missing and null values etc.
This includes the
minimum value
maximum value , range
between data values
,mean ,median ,mode
with standard deviation
that is the terms of
statistics

Info about missing values

It also segregates dataset variables into respective data types, such as
integer, whole numbers, character etc.

Data types

Use the left panel to transform selected variables as per the requirement of analysis
,correspondingly the data summary will also change.
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CLUSTER ANALYSIS TAB

CLUSTERING : Clustering or cluster analysis is a type of Unsupervised
Learning technique used to find commonalities between data elements that
are otherwise unlabeled and uncategorized. The goal of clustering is to find
distinct groups or “clusters” within a data set.
The general purpose of cluster analysis is to construct groups, or clusters,
while ensuring that within a group, the observations are as similar as possible,
while observations belonging to different groups are as different as possible.
BOX PLOT : Box plot is a convenient method to graphically represent the
numerical data and understand the variability of data points showing the
existence of outliers in it. On selecting this option, a data is evaluated to a
graphical representation. a box plot—displays the five-number summary of a
set of data. The five-number summary is the minimum, first quartile, median,
third quartile, and maximum. In a box plot, we draw a box from the first quartile
to the third quartile. A vertical line goes through the box at the median.

BOX PLOT

Numerical data is divided into quartiles,
and a box is drawn between the first and
third quartiles, with an additional line
drawn along the second quartile to mark
the median.
Use the left panel to modify/deal with the outliers identified here.
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CLUSTER CENTROID TAB

The middle of a cluster. A centroid is a vector that contains one number for
each variable, where each number is the mean of a variable for the
observations in that cluster. The centroid can be thought of as the multidimensional average of the cluster. The centroids are calculated based on the
Number of clusters.
SPIDER CHART: A spider chart, also sometimes called a radar chart, is often
used when you want to display data across several unique dimensions.
Although there are exceptions, these dimensions are usually quantitative, and
typically range from zero to a maximum value. A Spider Chart is a graphical
method of displaying multivariate data in the form of a two-dimensional chart
of three or more quantitative variables represented on axes starting from the
same point

Box plot

Spider chart

In a spider chart, each dimension gets
its own spoke, and the spokes are
evenly distributed around the wheel.
The farther towards the end of the
spike, the larger the value. Closest to
the center means closer to zero
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PCA VISUALIZATION TAB

The Principal component analysis (PCA) is an unsupervised machine learning
technique. The most popular use of principal component analysis is
dimensionality reduction. Besides using PCA as a data preparation technique,
we can also use it to help visualize data. A PCA plot shows clusters of
samples based on their similarity. PCA does not discard any samples or
characteristics (variables). Instead, it reduces the overwhelming number of
dimensions by constructing principal components.
CORRELATION PLOT : The correlation coefficient is the specific measure
that quantifies the strength of the linear relationship between two variables in a
correlation analysis. The coefficient is what we symbolize with the r in a
correlation report. A correlation analysis provides information on the strength
and direction of the linear relationship between two variables, while a simple
linear regression analysis estimates parameters in a linear equation that can
be used to predict values of one variable based on the other.

CORRELATION

PCA VISUALIZATION

This plot evaluates the
correlation coefficients
between variables and
represents them through a
correlation map as shown,
where each cell depicts a
correlation between 2
variables. The size and color
of the circles in each cell
depict the degree of
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UMAP VISUALIZATION TAB

Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) is a dimension
reduction technique that can be used for visualisation but also for general
non-linear dimension reduction. UMAP is an algorithm based on manifold
learning techniques and ideas from topological data analysis. It provides a
very general framework for approaching manifold learning and dimension
reduction, but can also provide specific concrete realizations.

UMAP, at its core,
works very similarly to
t-SNE(t-Distributed
Stochastic Neighbor
Embedding) - both use
graph layout algorithms
to arrange data in lowdimensional space. In
the simplest sense,
UMAP constructs a high
dimensional graph
representation of the
data then optimizes a
low-dimensional graph
to be as structurally
similar as possible.

Use the left panel to impute or drop the missing values identified here

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
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K-MEANS CLUSTERING : K-means clustering is a method used for
clustering analysis, especially in data mining and statistics. It aims to
partition a set of observations into a number of clusters (k), resulting
in the partitioning of the data into Voronoi cells.
HIERARCHIAL CLUSTERING : Hierarchical clustering, also known as
hierarchical cluster analysis, is an algorithm that groups similar objects into
groups called clusters. The endpoint is a set of clusters, where each cluster is
distinct from each other cluster, and the objects within each cluster are broadly
similar to each other.
K-MEDIODS CLUSTERING : k -medoids is a classical partitioning technique
of clustering that splits the data set of n objects into k clusters,
where the number k of clusters assumed known a priori (which implies that the
programmer must specify k before the execution of a k -medoids algorithm).
SPECTURAL CLUSTERING: Spectral clustering is a technique with roots in
Graph theory, where the approach is used to identify communities of nodes in
a graph based on the edges connecting them. The method is flexible and
allows us to cluster non graph data as well.
HBD SCAN CLUSTERING: HDBSCAN is a clustering algorithm developed
by Campello, Moulavi, and Sander. It extends DBSCAN by converting it into
a hierarchical clustering algorithm, and then using a technique to extract a
flat clustering based in the stability of clusters.

